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Easy to Install (less than 5 mins)
Easy to Program using your smart phone
No phone wires to run
Low cost Installation
P.A.Y.G monitoring £35 per year
First Year is FREE
Recurring revenue for you (ASK)
Text up to 4 mobile numbers
Email ability if required
Made in Wirral

Worlds Smallest Dialler
MAS
SERVER

Fully Fitted by You
Includes dialler, installation and
the first years free monitoring.

£119
£35 per year for monitoring thereafter

(first year is free)

Subscriber Keyholder 1 Keyholder 2 Keyholder 3

Your household router

Alarm Dialler



Concept
To allow a traditional wired alarm to communicate to the owner that the alarm has
activated by way of a text message, up to 4 people can be contacted. This is
achieved through the householders Wifi Internet connection.

Programming
The Wifi dialler is programmed using a smart phone.
Power up the dialler, note the blue led will flash 2 times per second (2Hz)

Use a smart phone and go to settings and Wifi
there will be a new Wifi access point called MAS Alarm XXX
connect to MAS Alarm  XXX
The page will list all of the local home Wifi routers and their signal strengths
choose your home router and carefully enter the WEP code for your router.

Enter the Subscriber phone number, this is the person who will be contacted for
payment in 12 months. The dialler will send a reminder.

Enter up to 3 Key-holders these are the people who can respond to your alarm
activating, usually these people have to provide there own transport and able to
respond with a key for entry.

Enter your Alarm Installers Number
(optional as used for false alarm management)

Don't forget to press Save. A text message will be sent to all mobiles confirming
successful programming.

Wiring connections
The Wifi dialler requires a 12 volt DC power supply, this is usually taken from the
alarm panel and marked 12v + and -    Some panels are marked aux + and -

The Wifi dialler is supplied with a 2.1mm jack plug which is centre positive and
connected using the white stripe as positive and the black cable as negative.

The solid white cable is the trigger wire and connects to the Bell -ve
this is usually marked up as B on Optima / Accenta / Veritas / Premier etc

Re-Programming
If a mistake is made whilst programming the dialler can be re accessed via the
Wifi by resetting it. To reset the Wifi double press this button on the side of the
Dialler

Instructions

Power Jack

Antenna

White trigger wire goes to Bell -ve or B-ve or B
Eg ADE optima B, Accenta B, Texecom Veritas B, Scantronic Trig

+ve
-ve
12v White stripe is +ve



Voltage range 7.5 to 24v DC
Current Quiescent 1ma /Transmitting
Frequency 2.4Ghz  (802.11b/g/n) not 5.8 Ghz
Input (white fly lead) Switch to 0v for alarm message
Input note Release from 0v sends a restore

Dimensions 34.2mm by 25.6mm

CE CE 0890
FCC FCC-ID.2AHMR-ESP12S
Text Messages 5 Mobiles max
Email messages 4 max
Reset Wifi Double click small button on power up

LED Slow 1 pulses per sec Normal and connected to MAS server

LED Fast 2 pulses per sec Not programmed looking for smartphone
Very Fast data Resetting to factory after reset is double clicked

Numbers allowed Telephone numbers must start with 07 or 01

Technical Details

Subscribers TEL who pays the bills

Key-holder 1 TEL who responds to alarm activations

Key-holder 2 TEL
Key-holder 3 TEL
Alarm Installers TEL  (optional)

Address
Alarm Address
Town
Post Code

Router WEP key / password (case sensitive)

Information Required (programming)   TELEPHONE NUMBERS



Alarm Dia  er

0151 630 0000 sales@mas-uk.com
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